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1. Galaxy’15 was conducted successfully from 3rd February 2015 to 8th February 2015; with 

Mauryans declared as the overall champions. 

2. Detailed points tally can be found at the link given below: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CKno-

yTVU6HCMBnYZLzWGhfNfvgLYUe1SCWfVmHB22U/edit#gid=0 

3. The judges, for the very first time, were called from Delhi and Mumbai as well from 

Lucknow and Kanpur City. 

4. Good participation was witnessed in all the events including the “Discussion and 

Debating” hobby group events which was formed this year. 

5. We are currently working on the detailed finance report, which will be sent on the senate 

list if asked. We estimate an expenditure of around INR 1, 30,000. 

6. Apart from a very few events which were delayed because of rain and other unavoidable 

circumstances, all the events started on time and were finished on time without any 

issues or complaints. 

7. No GRC was filed by any of the pool captains 

 

Recommendations for Galaxy’16 
1. Proper conduction of Music club events either reduce the no. of events or resolve the 

problems with mixing for each events  

2. Re-implement the late penalty since it helped start most of the events on time 

3. Have all the Pools send in their digital media in the same format to avoid any 

discrepancies during playback 

4. Appointing a team for designing, updating the website and operating the sound system 

and projector 

 

Special Thanks: 
 All the Galaxy captains for complying with the rules of the competitions and supporting 

the organizing team.  

Akshat Mudgal  Rajputs 

Shrestha Jakhar Mauryans 

Shubham Shankar Mughals 

Aditya Raj Somani Marathas 

 Faculty those who were involved in Judging of the events: 

Dr. Ritwij Bhowmick, Dr. Suchitra Mathur, Dr. Bhaarat Lohani, Dr. Vineet Sahu, Dr. 

Mainak Das, Dr. Deepu Philip, Dr.Satyaki roy, Dr. Alok Vajpai, Dr. Sanjay mittal and Mrs. 

Mittal 

 

 Dean of Students’ Affairs Dr. A. R. Harish and Associate Dean of Students’ Activities, Dr. 

Vimal Kumar and Associate Dean of Hall Affairs, Dr. Shalabh for their constant support 

 

 SIS Team, Mr. S. K. Yadav and Mr. Anjani, New Sac staff for smooth conduction of the 

events. 
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